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Proposal: d- in der ‘the’, and analogously -t in sagt ‘says’ and th- in the and -s in says are
contextual variants of one and the same person-surrogate anchor to the utterance situation.
German -t and English -s: The German 3SG -t is incompatible with past tense, unlike all other
person-number suffixes, including the homophonous 2PL -t (Albright and Fuss, 2013), cf. in par-
ticular the 3SG and 2PL forms in the descriptive paradigms of the present and past forms:

sag@n ‘to say’ present past proposed structure for singular
singular plural singular plural present and past

1 sag-@ sag-n sag-t@-@ sag-t@-n sag-Ø-@ sag-t@-@
2 sag-st sag-t sag-t@-st sag-t@-t sag-Ø-st sag-t@-st
3 sag-t sag-n sag-t@ sag-t@-n sag-t sag-t@

This is unexpected. But the data structural observation can be rephrased in a way that makes it
immediately expected: The German present tense -t is incompatible with past tense. Analogously,
English verbal -s is incompatible with past tense, a fact that is immediately accounted for if it is
neither person (Kayne, 1989) nor number (contra Kayne).
No (third) person: That leaves the German (and English) finite verb without third person marking.
But that’s not unexpected, either because (a) third person is the unmarked person, and/or (b),
following Benveniste (1966), there may be no “third person”.
No non-third present tense: What needs understanding is the a priori unexpected absence of the
supposed present tense -t in non-third person.
No non-third def. marking: Analogously, and relatedly, we may note the a priori unexpected lack
of definiteness marking in non-third person personal pronouns (cf. Lyons, 1999). This contrast
between first/second and third person is surface evident, e.g., in Romance (je, te vs il with -l), as
well as in English plurals we, you vs they.
Def. and present tense: It seems now tempting to regard the restriction to third person of (a)
present tense marking and (b) definite marking as the same restriction at some level of abstraction.
An initial step in this direction lies in Wiltschko’s (1998) proposal that the German 3SG pronoun
er is essentially the definite article der lacking d-. The second step, I propose, is to ask where the
d- went, and propose that it associates with the verb instead, qua present tense (cf. the complemen-
tarity within English 3rd person of SG -s on the verb and plural th- in they.) The development from
demonstrative morphology to inflectional affixes possibly via article and pronoun is well-known in
diachrony (Van Gelderen, 2009) (as is reanalysis of 3rd person as tense, cf. Koch (1995)).
German devoiced -d and English -s: Support for the proposal comes from the fact that German
and Old English have/had the relevant initial consonants in the singular masculine nominative
demonstratives, d- and s-, respectively (Robinson, 1992).
Types of utterance situation marking: But a partial assimilation of definite marking (German
d-) and present tense marking (German devoiced -d, i.e. -t) may well be justified without recourse
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to diachrony. It is known, albeit little researched, that languages may choose to mark Tense in
INFL or in the DP (Lecarme, 2012), just like Person, one is led to think. Both present tense and
1st/2nd person are clearly anchors in the utterance situation. Ritter and Wiltschko (2014) identify
(following others) such utt-sit anchoring as a (prime) function of INFL, and argue that languages
may exploit three dimensions along which to fulfill this function: Tense, Person, and Location.
From macro to micro: Before in the history of our field, options that, at one point, were thought
to distinguish languages have turned out to be simultaneously available within single grammars
(e.g. headedness, ±pro-drop, ±wh-mvt). I propose that this is the case of utt-sit anchoring as
illustrated by German (non-past), which has overt utt-sit anchoring on the verb both in terms of
(participant) Person and, where unavailable, namely in “3SG”, in terms of (present) Tense.
Definiteness ∼ present tense: Based on the formal and distributional facts seen above, I’m led to
further strengthening this proposal and claim that the definite morpheme d- and the present tense
morpheme -t are identical (in German, perhaps universally), at some level of abstraction. Con-
cretely I claim that when on the verb, -d interprets the event as “present in the utterance situation”,
while when on D/N it interprets the relevant argument as “present in the utterance situation”, i.e.
discourse-familiar.
Conclusion There is some plausibility to analyzing -t in sagt as a devoiced variant of d- in der in
German, anchoring INFL qua present Tense in the utterance situation.
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